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'A study to .determine the effects of higher level
interactive questioning procedures on the cognitive abilities of/.

gifted :ttidents was conducted with 14 gifted sixth grade students.
The students Were selected from a public school enrichment program
-and randomly assigned to cone of two groups that met for five weekly
sessions!. the control grotp was given traditional tasks '(observe a
pictmre, hear a passage read, or read a passage, then __answer
primariIy-recall7type.question,$), with the additional"task of
recording, their number' of correct .answers. The experimental group
experienced a combination teaching strategy that included: (1). a

personal graph on which students recorded the types of questions they
asked or answers d; (2) explanations of four question '

Categories--recall,tthink critically, think crearively,'and evaluate;
(3)' focused teacher prepc.ration'of questions; (4). student initiated
queSti6ns; (5) plateaus. strategy (based on R. T. Hyman's strategic
questioning concept) ; and (6), emphasis on process rather than on
number of correct' answers. Pretest and poettest scores on the Ross
Test of Higher Cognitive ProcesSes demonstrated that t;le higher.
cognitive processes used by the experimental students imprc,ved in the
areas of sequencing and'guestioning.sttategies, (AEA)
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Foundatfim

for

i Most gifted stude..i,-,en read. Famy can read quite-gen. However.,

this-does not mean-that studit-s z.zi, have reading

needs. A review of the 1i tart sifted.7.F.:tmcients are

often more advanced, more quickl ottn-r stzdents (Ermnson, 1979.

Their reading needs include cta-erzat, evalual reading ;-,.:1

/
well as inferential abstra=-±114,,r,vi7"--is tzslcs s- fundaTr1=',,,-=-7:

base of knowledge. The prefe.LErining styI of t-4'ted and

most effective learning settings the ... students are l&ique and

_different from traditional metin.u..- ()unn X. 1980; & Pride,

1980; Martinson, 1976). Questio Et-ntagies can pro'ri meaningful

opportunities '''for the gifted to TE strengtlhen, and nee their

.--reading/thinking skills

To determine if inclusion c ig iveL nterac. que.mtioning,...pro-

cedures affects the cognitive .2=zeni.es.. cf 31,fted stude:zzs , a study was

conducted in. the fan of 1980, With ie o.o..--tion of the has Cruces,

New Mexico, Public Schools., under. the a:T.,,,fr-_.f.rial_..of Ms. Mary Jane Wood,

Director of Elementary Curriculum, ane dh t agreement of Ms. Susan Dye,

Director-Teacher of the Enrichment Reso== Ce=ter (ERC) of the has Crudes

Public Schools, fourteen ,gifted students- ipated. in the questioning

project. These students were sixth gratfmrs neaticipa,ting in the ERC. Each

student attended the center on Wethtesdays ane _attended his or her regular

school the remainder of the week. rita for Selection to the ERC program,

included.- scores on several, assessment i.u.1,rnments (Cal i fornia Test of
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Basic Skills, Rating Scale for Identifying Creative. Potential, Structure

of the Intellect Learning Abilities Test) as well as teacher recommen-

dation (Dyche).

For the purposes of the questioning project, the fourteen partici-
. _

-pating:stUdents were randomly assigned to either the control or experimental.

group. Seven students co=prised each group. To determine the effective-

ness of the treatments given to the sample students during the project,

the ROss Test of Higher'Cognitive Processes (Ross & Ross,_1976) was admini-

stered as a pretest and as a posttest. All students in both groups took

the. pretest and posttest except for two students in the experimental."

/

group who were absent on.the day of the posttest administration.

Following the pretest, the researcher met for'approximately.35 minutes

with eachzroUp'on five.Wednesdays. The tasks of the control group were

traditional in nature: observe a picture, hear a passage read, or read

a,passage'then answer questions posed by the researcher.. TheAuestiOns

were mainly of, the recall type. The emphasis was for students to get as

many correct answers as Possible. Based on the concept of immediate student

feedbaCk (Lamberg, 1977), students in the control group kept a record-of

the number of correct responses he or-She made (see Appendix:A).
- :

In meeting with the expJrimental'group, the researcher employed the

following strategies:

1. PersonalaChieveMent graphg-Hagain:Oonsidering ithtediate,

etudent.feedbacks-: harts (Lamberg;'1977) were kept as

they were in the control group. :However, .:these graphs

related to types of,questionsisked.by the studen s and
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to types,of questinns.anSwered (see A=mendix B)

2. Explanations,of question categories--The researcher

taught the students four types:of questions. These

types inclu0 recall, think criticaTiy, think'

creatively evaluate. TheSe categories are based on

those previously defined by various aUthoritieS in

the discipline(spe Figurel). Interpretations of the

.categories and examples for each kind were presented.i,

3. Focused preparations--In both the,experimental'and

control groups, basiCally the same content (pictures

or passages) was employed. Preparations for the

groups were different. 'For the various experiMental

sessions, the researcher formulated spe4fied types

of questions aboUt the picture or reading pasSage

under consideration.

Student initiated questions (Hunkins, 1976)--On one

occasion, students were directed to ask as many'

queStions as posSible about a picture and passage

pr dented. These:student queStions were then labeled

as to type (recall, think critically, think creatively,

evaluate). StUdents with assistance from the

proVided the labels..`

Plateaus, strategy=',7BaSed,on.HYman's (1979) concept,

the investigator asked the categorized questions after

researcher'

the students had read a designated passage or heard a
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Analysis Systems (SAS.Institute1hc., 1979) computer prograM4

j The t-test procedure was applied to compare the control and

experimental groups mean,scores On the pretest. The same proced=

was applied to compare the 1?(::rformances of the two groups on the

posttest.

On the pretest, comparisons of the mean fiores did notlreveal any

statistically significant differences in the thinkingprocesses measured

by the Ross instrument. On the posttest, significant differenceS were

revealed .on two different variables and a trend toward significance

on the composite score mean comparisOns. Oh thesection of the posttest

which measured sequential synthesis, -the difference between the control

and experimental. groups' mean scores was significant at the 0.03 level--

(assuming equal variances, F = 10.6 with 4 and 6 df and observed

significance level of 0.01). With such a small chance for error, the

//
treatment given to this experimental group appears to have improved

their abilities to sequentially synthesize sentences.

There were statistically significant differences in the mean

//
scores of the two groups on the Questioning Strategies, section of

the posttest. This part measured-the student's ability to evaluate

or make `'a judgment based on information given. Strategies -for securing

/
data:ara judgeas to their efficiency in establishing the best informa-

\ition. The differences betWeen the mean spores of the two groups.

weraisignificant'at:the 0.05:level (assuming unequal variances F 1.21
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passage read...al:717:a specified picture. I The re-

searcher toicit±B students "these are recall questions.",

She then moved..from student to student asking the desig-

nated question type. Then she told the students "these

are critical t,nlnking questions" and continued the

round of questIoning'with the new,, higher -level type

of question. When a student responded in an acceptable

manner (researcher determined), the young person record-

ed a correct response in the designated question

category oh his personal achievement graph.

-
6. Emphasis on process--As a result of the strategies

Mentioned above, tape recordings of the treatment sessions

and observations by theresearcher revealed a

greater emphasis on process.. When the experimental

and control sessions were compared, the disparity.

between processand product emphasis-was apparent.

One week after the last treatment and control sessions, the Ross

Test of Higher Cognitive Processes

The following section presents the

of the data.

Results,-Statistical.

Scores in the eight different

as total scores Were tabtlated and

pating in the project.

was administered as a posttest.

findings and statistical analYsis

Analysis, and Discussion

sections of the Ross test,as well

recorded:for each Student partici-

The- data were' analyzed using a Statistical
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and observed significance-leve1OSL-7of 0.89). Again with such a

small margin for error, the treAtment given the experimental group

appears to have improved these students' evaluative skills.

The comparison needs to be mentioned although it is not

statistically significant at traciftTional-levels. On'the pretest, the 6

difference, between the mean total-.scores was negligible (OSL: =- 0.52).

On the posttest, however, the difference between the mean composite

scores was.significant at the 0.17 level (assuming unequal variances,,

,F = 2.03, 4 and 6 df, OSL = 0.42) . With the small sample involved and

the reduced amount of difference on the posttest total' scores, a trend
4

is indicated regarding the total effects on the,experimental group.

The treatments giventheSe young people seem to have improved their

cognitive processifig abilities.

Higher cognitive processes utilized by the experimental ritudents

improved in the areas of sequencing and questioning strategies.

Limitations of the study will be discussed in the next section.

Limitations o1 the Study

The students in this prOject were not randomly selected. They

were randomly assigned to either the control or experimental group..

Nevertheless, the initial lagrctof randomization could have contaminated

the results.

Another factor which reduces the generalizability of the_findings
_ .

. .

.
.

is the small samplesize. At the.ouiset, seven"students.-were'in each
. .,

group. One student drop:ped Out of the experimental group-halfway .:
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-through the project. Another student from the ekperimental gtoupwaS

absent on the day'Of the posttest.- In all fourteen gifted students

participated in the project. Pretest scores are available on all fourteen..

POsttest scores are available for twelve students.

Considering these limitations4 some positive statements can,be!made
.

about the'results relative to thisgroup of young people. Such state-
.

/
ments will be discussed,in the project summary and implications

future research. )

Summary .and Implications
irc

After participation in'the project(tal instruction time 22 -

for

3

hours), five students' higher were Incthe

.
areas, of sequential ,synthesis and queStioning7strategies, there were

overt improvements. On the.coMpOsite scores of thephigherlevel skills

measured, there was a,trend/tdward.Significant gains.

/

These findings lead to impli,cations for further research. InVestigations

in this area,,inclusion of highur level; nteractivequestioning, shouldbe

conducted involving more students fora longer instructional period.-

These results could have broader impact on a wider scale.

In the fall of 1980, howev teme gifted gifted young people

o

improved their higher level thinking skills. A combination teaching

strategy including personal aChievement graphs, explanations of. question

categories, focusedpreParations) student initiated; Plateaus

and-emphasis on,PrOCesS WaS eMplOYed.
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PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENT GRAPH

estions I Have,; Answered Correctly ,
Name:

Date:



PERSONAL ACILIEViENT ,GRAPH
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Types and Numbers of :Questions I Have Answered



7ERSONAL ACHIEVEMENT GRAPH II

pes and Numbers of ,Ques4ons I Have Asked Names

Dates
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, t.
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